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ABSTRACT
The Sustainable Enterprise Excellence (SEE) approach of Edgeman and Eskildsen (2014a) is
amended to embed resilience and robustness. This delivers the SEER2 Model and Assessment
Regimen. Simultaneous and sustainable attainment of enterprise sustainability, resilience, and
robustness at superior levels leverages general and social-ecological innovation (Edgeman &
Eskildsen, 2012), enterprise intelligence & analytics, operational and supply chain excellence,
and enterprise human ecology as enablers. SEER2 deploys enterprise governance (Edgeman
2013a; Elkington 2006) and 3E Triple Top Line (TTL) strategy (McDonough & Braungart
2002a) focused on generation of economic benefit to firm stakeholders, development and
equitable distribution of social benefits, and environmental stewardship to deliver Triple Bottom
Line (TBL) 3P (people, planet, profit) performance and impact (Elkington 1997) while also
rendering the enterprise robust and resilient (Edgeman, 2013b).
Continuously transforming TTL strategy into superior TBL performance and impact is central to
global policy change (Anderies et al., 2013) and is a hallmark of continuously relevant and
responsible organizations (Edgeman et al., 2013a). Such transformation is focal to SEER2 and
weds enterprise excellence modeling typified by those of the European Quality Award and
America’s Baldrige National Quality Award or the balanced scorecard with the sustainability
movement symbolized by the Global Reporting Initiative, UN Millennium Development &
Sustainability Goals, and the 10 principles of the United Nations Global Compact. This effort
“makes soft measures harder” via maturity scales and a combined narrative and dashboard
performance report, making SEER2 the first model and assessment regimen to simultaneously
address enterprise sustainability, excellence, resilience and robustness.
Keywords: dashboard technology, maturity assessment, resilience, robustness, social-ecological
innovation, triple top line, triple bottom line.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable enterprise excellence (SEE), resilience and robustness (R2) are important, desirable
and related enterprise traits, but are not wholly consonant, with objectives that differ in subtle yet
important ways. A third R, resplendence, is addressed briefly herein. Together these may be
represented as SEER2 or SEER3 – with characterization depending on how resplendence is
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generated – whether independently, as a consequence of SEE, resilience and robustness, or in
some other manner. These are activated by appropriately implemented multiple common factors
or enablers, among others being big data intelligence & analytics, operational & supply chain
proficiency, and innovation. Complex interrelationships involving SEER2 and its enablers are
explored, with two enablers particularly emphasized: innovation, along with IT enhanced big data
intelligence & analytics (Melville 2010).
While numerous forms of innovation are important to SEER2, the emphasized form is socialecological innovation (Edgeman & Eskildsen, 2014b) or SEI, a key factor in organizational
transition toward sustainability (Smith & Raven, 2012) with enterprise manifestation at the
interface of sustainable innovation and innovation for sustainability (Rennings 2000).
Sustainable innovation (Nill & Kemp, 2009) pervades organizational culture when innovation is
regular, rigorous, systematic, systemic and strategic. Innovation for sustainability explicitly
targets social or environmental objectives with the intent of delivering improved financial
performance or other tangible benefits to the organization (Orlitzky et al., 2011), that is, TTL
benefits which are directly traceable to such innovation. Innovation for sustainability is more
likely, though not of a certainty forsaken under more turbulent, less promising economic
conditions (Harwood et al., 2011; Sekerka & Stimel, 2011) so that clarity concerning the costs
and benefits of SEI is of critical import (Sprinkle & Maines, 2010). In purely environmental
applications SEI may be referred to as eco-innovation (Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2009).
We will subsequently elaborate resilience, robustness, sustainable enterprise excellence, socialecological innovation, and big data intelligence & analytics separately and in relation to one
another. Consideration of resplendence or other key enablers of SEER2, the model and
assessment schema for which unify these with other key factors will be limited. The aims of such
models and assessment technologies are to deliver insight into recent organizational performance,
including operational and strategic successes and failures as well as areas where performance
differed significantly from projections in form or magnitude. Perhaps more importantly, they
purpose to provide enterprise foresight that inform and shape future enterprise strategy and
tactics, leading to next best practices and sources of competitive advantage.

2. SUSTAINABILITY, EXCELLENCE, RESILIENCE AND ROBUSTNESS
Sustainable enterprise excellence results from integration and harmonization of selected
principles emphasized by the enterprise excellence and sustainability movements that have
developed largely in parallel over the past quarter century, with each having much deeper historic
roots (Edgeman & Eskildsen, 2013). The enterprise excellence movement is often associated with
the balanced scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1992) and the models and criteria supportive of the
European Quality Award and America’s Baldrige National Quality Award (Balasubramanian et
al., 2005; Jacob et al., 2012). These stress superiority of financial performance, quality and
productivity, human ecology performance (Edgeman et al., 2013b), customer and marketplace
performance, operational and supply chain performance, and other domains. Relative to
enterprise sustainability we intend the ability of an enterprise to create and maintain economic,
environmental and social value for itself, its stakeholders and society at large, in both the short
and long terms (Boston Consulting Group & MIT Sloan Management Review, 2013). Key
principles of the sustainability movement are in differing ways embedded in the ISO 14000
Environmental Management Standards (King et al., 2005), ISO 26000 Social Responsibility
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Standard (Castka & Balzarova, 2007), Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) aspects, 10 Principles of
the United Nations Global Compact or UNGC (Kell 2012), United Nations Millennium
Development Goals (Sachs 2012) that are in transition toward UN sustainable development goals
(Griggs et al., 2013), and the 1987 Brundtland Commission declaring sustainable development as
development meeting the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs (Shrivastava 1995; Wood 1991).
Sustainability is both an emerged megatrend (Lubin & Esty, 2010) and the key driver of
innovation (Nidumolu et al., 2009), though of course the relationship is more circular: innovation
enables sustainability while sustainability issues motivate innovation. This is a positivistic view
since any given thrust is subject to perversion or sabotage leading to realization of negative
consequences in what may be called the “bad robot” phenomenon.
Innovation enables enterprise resilience and robustness where in some constructs resilience and
innovation are inextricably linked. To wit, Reinmoeller and Van Baardwijk (2005) characterize
resilience as an enterprise’s capacity to self-renew over time through innovation. More
extensively, resilience is an enterprise’s ability to continually change, reinvent itself, and adapt
its responses (Contu 2002; Folke 2006) in order to rebound or recover from negative shocks or
extreme challenges in a multi-faceted ecosystem that includes political, social, economic and
other aspects in its competitive domain. In contrast, robustness is enterprise resistance or
immunity to impacts from such shocks or challenges through formation and execution of an array
of enterprise strategies, policies, partnerships, and practices (SP3) that transform extreme
challenges into opportunities to maintain or advance enterprise competitive position.
Design for robustness is well-understood in engineering contexts as maintenance of the integrity
of a system subjected to external, unpredictable perturbations or subject to uncertainty in its
design parameters. Robustness implies that system outputs are insensitive to system input
changes (Csete & Doyle, 2002). Analogous to robust product design, design for enterprise
robustness involves tradeoffs between SP3 approaches producing optimal performance versus
those delivering greater robustness. This dilemma arises since performance of a robust product,
process, system or enterprise rarely matches the efficiency of a less robust “optimum” design but,
in exchange, does not deteriorate as rapidly or precipitously as its non-robust counterpart
(Anderies et al., 2004).
When extrapolated beyond products and services to the enterprise level, design is a battery of
control processes that gather information from the enterprise, and subsequently transform it into
actionable and implementable intelligence. In some instances these processes may be more
mechanical and in other instances may manifest as policies that translate intelligence into action
that feeds back into the enterprise. This characterization of robust enterprise design implies the
following, all of which are fully transferable in relation to assessment of organizational progress
toward any given objective, including SEER2:
 Assessment of robustness anticipates explicit use of performance measures reflecting relative
maturity;
 The nature and magnitudes of enterprise uncertainty are defined, even if not necessarily well
understood and only crudely quantifiable;
 Analysis of robustness addresses trade-offs between robustness and performance; and
 Analysis of robustness addresses change in performance in the face of various perturbations
or shocks.
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More complete and accurate elaboration of an enterprise’s external environment together with
better anticipation of any real or potential embedded shocks to the enterprise and their array of
probable impacts provides opportunity and motivation to formulate contingency or safety
strategies. This observation harkens to the value of enterprise intelligence and – in some cases –
big data analytics, particularly when complex interactions exist that magnify the importance and
preference of an optimal (single) integrated solution to a complex scenario in contrast to a simple
combination of multiple “optimal” solutions to sub-scenarios that do not adequately account for
such interactions (Chichilnisky & Wu, 2006).
Although there is a relationship between organizational resilience and organizational robustness,
since they are neither identical, nor of necessity fully compatible, the implication is that an SP3
set maximizing resiliency may not be identical to the SP3 set maximizing robustness. As such, a
critical organization design consideration is determination of an enterprise form that jointly
optimizes resilience and robustness. Whenever there are differences in the SP3 sets maximizing
resiliency and robustness, the organization should exercise care to elaborate and make informed
choices among tradeoffs between resiliency and robustness so that any choice of organization
design and SP3 leads ultimately – at best – to a constrained optimum.
As with many constructs, this in part implies that single measures of resilience and robustness are
inadequate since each of these manifests within high-dimensionality spectra with non-orthogonal
dimensions, and hence complex interdependencies. In an effort to better balance the various
considerations of such tradeoffs Edgeman and Williams (2014) have formulated a calculus of
resilience and robustness.
In addition to innovation, risk mitigation and vulnerability reduction (Scholz et al., 2012) are
widely acknowledged resilience and robustness dimensions. The ability to breach barriers to
change and intentional diversification of the portfolio of areas in which an enterprise possesses or
is capable of developing competitive advantage provide two further means of enhancing
resilience and robustness (Hamel & Välikangas, 2003), with yet another means provided by
strategic selection of innovation strategy, practices, and targets. In particular, enhanced resilience
and robustness may be advanced by deliberately embedding of SEI approaches such as cradle-tocradle design (McDonough & Braungart, 2002b) and biomimicry (Benyus 2002) in an enterprise
culture of sustainable innovation.
Integration of enterprise excellence and sustainability principles necessitates migration away
from singular emphasis on profitability toward a more holistic and strategic view of firm
performance that blends social, environmental, and financial perspectives. Together these are
often referred to as 3P or “people, planet, profit” (Van Marrewijk & Werre, 2003). Active
integration of these in innovation strategy that leverages biomimetic, cradle-to-cradle, and other
higher-order design methodologies and principles is increasing, with such exemplar organizations
as IBM leading the way (Bjelland & Wood, 2008). Such methodologies will ordinarily support
the key sustainability principle of closed loop supply chains and material flow wherein end-oflife products supply energy or material for subsequent products or processes (Guide & Van
Wassenhove, 2009; Souza 2013).
What we see in summary is that enterprise excellence, sustainability, resilience and robustness
are consistent, though not wholly congruent. As such these are each advanced by various
common enablers, yet strategies, policies, partnerships and processes optimizing one of these are
not likely to optimize the others – implying that the overall “best” solution will be one that
requires compromise in what is commonly referred to as a constrained optimum.
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3. SELECTED ENABLERS OF SEER2 AS RESILIENCE & ROBUSTNESS
SEER2 includes both enablers and results. Many SEER2 elements hold long-standing stature in
established enterprise excellence models. Here we examine a few SEER2 enablers whose roles
relative to resilience, robustness or both are less well understood. In particular we briefly explore
the roles of human capital; operational and supply chain strategy, processes, and actions; and
enterprise governance and strategy in relation to resilience and robustness. Innovation and big
data intelligence & analytics are reserved for deeper examination.
Strategic management of human capital resources to create competencies among core employees
makes it possible for enterprises to respond to severe shocks in a resilient manner, particularly
when competencies are aggregated at the organizational level (Lengnick-Hall & Beck, 2005).
Critical human capital elements central to developing resilience capability include selected
cognitive abilities, behavioral traits, and organizational / applications context, where these are
subject to blending via human capital policies and practices (Lengnick-Hall et al., 2011). A
human capital concern critical to resilience and robustness – not to mention enterprise excellence
– is that of ambidextrous learning that enables enterprises to exploit existing knowledge domains
while simultaneously exploring new ones. Selected human capital configurations are far more
supportive of ambidextrous learning than others (Kang & Snell, 2009).
Excellence models have traditionally focused on organizational senior leadership rather than the
larger hybrid of governance and leadership embraced by SEER2 (Edgeman 2013a). That said,
high profile corporate (ethical) failures leading to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, New York
Stock Exchange Corporate Governance Rules, and follow-on legislation and regulations
acknowledge societal and political expectations of corporate governance. A Booz Allen Hamilton
study of corporate governance concluded that governance is capable of delivering enterprise
resilience, robustness, and continuously improved enterprise performance, but that a combination
of soft factors related to the board of directors and hard factors that include performance criteria,
processes, and measurements are essential if governance is to be transformed from a vague
concept into an engine for enterprise resilience, robustness, and performance (Kocourek et al.,
2003). The SEER2 model and assessment technology specifically rely on performance criteria
and measurement of these relative to defined maturity scales. Elkington (2006) notes the value of
governance to enterprise sustainability, where a governance-leadership hybrid may be expanded
to include the element of capture. Capture focuses on market expansion, whereas governance and
leadership are related to enterprise capacity to assimilate, retain, defend and increase dominance
with tactics of isolating and weakening adversaries, creating forward outposts, maintaining a
strong base, and saving and consolidating power – all of which are strategies aimed at creating
more enduring, resilient, and robust organizations (Carmeli & Markman, 2011).
Supply chains are comprised of a system of enterprises, people, activities, information and
resources involved in producing and moving a product or service from supplier to customer.
Superior supply chains are fast, cost-effective, agile, adaptable, and able to ensure that all of the
enterprises’ interests remain aligned so that they are robust and resilient (Lee 2004). The
importance of supply chain resilience and robustness have become obvious in the wake of severe
disruptions resulting from the terrorist strikes of September 11, 2001 (Christopher & Peck, 2004),
natural disasters such as the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the 2011 meltdown of three nuclear
reactors in Japan, and Superstorm Sandy in 2012. At the enterprise level, more than 90% of
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companies surveyed by PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2013) indicated that supply chain disruptions
significantly affect business and financial performance. Strategies aimed at increasing operations
and supply chain resilience and robustness typically focus on managing and minimizing
operational and supply chain risk (known unknowns) and reducing uncertainty (unknown
unknowns). Such risks and uncertainties include potential impact on assets and related services
that might result from inadequate or failed internal processes, systems, technology, actions of
people, or external events leading to corruption or disruption in enterprise operations or its supply
chain (Gulati et al., 2010). Thorough management of operational and supply chain resilience uses
protection strategy that seeks to prevent realization of operational risk and uncertainty in highvalue services or disruption in supply of key resources; sustains high-value services or supply
sources when risk is realized; effectively and efficiently deals with results and ramifications of
realized risks and uncertainty to restore the organization to its prior steady state; and fulfills these
goals at lowest cost, least negative social consequence, and least damaging environmental impact.
It is thus that we seek to design, create and implement more resilient and robust operations and
supply chains. Strategies and approaches for achieving this goal include risk segmentation;
increasing operations and supply chain flexibility and agility; improving operational and supply
chain maturity and risk management (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2013); improving information
sharing and security throughout the supply chain (Cachon & Fisher, 2000); increasing trust and
collaborative relationships among supply chain partners (Faisal et al., 2006); enhancing corporate
social responsibility (Sydow & Frenkel, 2013); and better aligning incentives and revenue sharing
policies across the supply chain (Tsay 1999).
We see then, that operational and supply chain proficiency, enterprise strategy and governance,
and strategic management of human capital each enable attainment of enterprise resilience and
robustness. Moreover, it is clear that these interact and that appropriate interaction can multiply
their impact so that enterprises must be aware of and manage these interactions.
4. BIG DATA INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS IN SEER2
Hallmarks of big data include richer and more numerous data sources; massive data volume and
variety; dramatic growth in data storage capacity and processing speed; and quantum leaps in
analytic capability and graphic intricacy. This combination has led to deeper exploration and
analysis of less well-understood data types that include textual, web, network, mobile, and big
data and analytics (Chen et al., 2012) that can be used in increasingly complex or novel
environments that demand highly efficient, effective, rapid and customized translation of data
into intelligence, intelligence into foresight, and foresight into value (LaValle et al., 2011).
Included among more recent such developments are stratography that contributes to graphic
conceptualization and communication of enterprise strategy (Cummings & Angwin, 2011).
The enterprise excellence focus on big (and small) data analytics and intelligence reflects the
inevitable progression resulting from extension of quality management practices and principles in
relation to product, process or system performance to whole enterprise and supply chain
dynamics and performance. Quality management has long esteemed data driven decision making,
management and strategy (Apte et al., 2002), however the game changer has been the relentless
advance of information technology that in keeping with Moore’s Law (Jiang et al., 2011) has
long delivered exponential growth in information storage capacity, processing speed and
intelligence extraction that has ushered in the “big data era” (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012). As
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such enterprises are transitioning away from traditional data driven decision making toward a
blend of this time honored approach with vastly more complex and computationally-intensive big
data analytics that may yield mixed quantitative, qualitative and visual forms.
The importance of big data intelligence and analytics to enterprises is evolving so rapidly that
noted organization design authority Jay Galbraith (2012) cites them as critical organization
design components capable of supporting competitive strategy that enables organizations to
operate both differently and more intelligently than their competitors and hence providing
additional avenues to resilience and robustness (Voelpel et al., 2005). Consistent with Galbraith,
application of big data intelligence & analytics to value and supply chain design and optimization
carries with it the potential to transform “connected intelligence” into “integrated collective
intelligence”. Connected intelligence is ordinarily – at best – additive in the sense that knowledge
is summative across the chain. In contrast, integrated collective intelligence is multiplicative and
better enables best-practice identification, sharing and integration, thus transforming best practice
into common or usual practice or, in some cases, may be recombinant in that best practice
fragments may be collected across the chain and combined (integrated) in ways that lead to next
best practices and sources of competitive advantage deployed more pervasively across the chain –
a topic that is intimately related to the ability of the organization to develop big data intelligence
and analytics as a core competence that in turn contributes to TBL sustainability (Zhou et al.,
2013).
The preceding discussion highlights just one of many examples of how organizational progress
toward SEER2 may be advanced through use of sophisticated, IT-enabled analytic transformation
and translation of information into actionable enterprise intelligence and foresight. The
importance of big data intelligence and analytics to sustainability (Gijzen 2013), operational and
supply chain efficiency and effectiveness (LaValle et al., 2011), financial performance (Brown et
al., 2011), knowledge management (Davenport et al., 2002), innovation (Conway & Klabjen,
2013), resilience (Pettit et al., 2013), and robustness (Preis et al., 2012) – all of which generate
massive amounts and variety of information – are thus widely recognized, even if not always well
understood. Increasingly then, organizations cannot afford to ignore big data intelligence and
analytics – not because they provide failsafe identification and evaluation of all important
organizational issues and decisions, or that they ensure subsequent derivation of uniformly better
solutions than use of traditional data driven decision making – but rather because of the rapidly
increasing volume of information generated from which intelligence and foresight that account
for complex interactions of factors must be extracted.
While not assured, big data intelligence and analytics promise generally improved solutions to
complicated organizational challenges that yield better supply chain navigation along with
improved financial, societal and ecological performance. In this latter regard, organizations are
increasingly incorporating social-ecological factors into their intelligence and analytical
evaluations of enterprise competitive context as a means for improving performance through
generation and implementation of strategic foresight (Petrini & Pozzebon, 2009) so that use of
big data intelligence and analytics in combination with advanced design and innovation
methodologies such as six sigma will for many organizations be critical to progress toward
SEER2 (Edgeman 2013b).
It is certain that the promise and potential of big data intelligence and analytics is intoxicating.
On a precautionary note, however, it is often said “with great power comes great responsibility”.
The power of big data intelligence and analytics further underscores the importance of data
confidentiality as well as security in a more comprehensive sense in order to protect against
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industrial espionage (Crane 2005) that can yield devastation analogous at enterprise levels to that
wreaked by the 2008 cyber-attack on the United States Defense Department (Lynn 2010). This
implies the sensibility of integrating security and privacy among SEER2 measures.
5. INNOVATION AND SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN SEER2
In essentially any context sustainability may be regarded as a capacity to endure, with the TBL
formulation supporting a perspective well captured by the phrase: lean, green, ethical and real
(Edgeman & Eskildsen, 2012a) as an extension and integration of lean approaches (ScherrerRathje et al., 2009) with green or environmental emphasis (Ginsberg & Bloom, 2004). We have:
 Lean refers predominantly to conservation of non-environmental resources;
 Green is associated with conservation of non-renewable natural resources, wise use of
renewable resources, and limitation of environmental footprint;
 Ethical is related to commitment to and practice of social equity and justice, community
involvement and contribution, and positive regard for treatment of the enterprise’s human
capital, and
 Real implies lean, green, and ethical practice with concomitant results that include financial,
societal, and environmental results.
Sustainability thus composed has been identified as an emerging source of competitive advantage
(Laszlo & Zhexembayeva, 2011) wherein effective environmental policy is a documented driver
of firm value (Al-Najjar & Anfimiadou, 2012). Just as solid environmental policy is positively
correlated to firm value, so too has effective implementation of enterprise excellence models so
that various attempts have been made to integrate these approaches (Asif, et.al 2011; Avlonas &
Swannick 2009; Salzmann et al., 2005).
It is well-established that innovation in general and SEI in particular is a key thread integrating
the gains realized by effective environmental policy implementation and effective use of
enterprise excellence models (Hansen & Wernerfelt, 1989; Samson & Terziovski, 1999; Pujari,
2006). Innovation of the form pursued herein, then, is innovation that addresses societal,
environmental and financial performance and thus integrates sustainability and enterprise
excellence regularly, rigorously, comprehensively, systematically, and profitably, that is, socialecological innovation. Innovation is a joint responsibility of an enterprise’s governance,
leadership and human capital that is advanced through activity at the co-creative interfaces of the
enterprise with its customers (Hoffmann 2012) and society (Edgeman & Fraley, 2008).
Organizations pursuing SEER2 are engaged in pursuit of continuously relevant and responsible
strategy, action, performance and impact – a pursuit that organizational structure can enhance or
accelerate (Atkinson et al., 2000). In this context continuous implies regularity in both practice
and performance, while relevant and responsible refer especially to social equitable, fiscally
sound, and ecologically sensitive practice, outcomes (e.g. impacts). Routine iterative generation
and implementation of enterprise foresight is critical to this pursuit where the generative process
will commonly involve application of big data intelligence and analytics capabilities that aid
development and coalescence three innovation perspectives germane to SEER2:
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 The strategist perspective elaborating new business fields in which SEER2-driven innovation
may occur;
 An initiator perspective that increases the number of SEER2-driven innovation concepts; and
 The oppositional perspective that challenges SEER2-driven innovation projects in order to
elevate their performance (Rohrbeck & Germünden, 2011).
While the creative spark is widely recognized and valued in innovation, the process of selecting
innovation projects and targets when confronted by multiple opportunities may be aided by the
use of innovation tournaments (Terwiesch & Ulrich, 2009) with tournament entries represented
by the portfolio of enterprise innovation prospects. The tournament process then seeks to identify
and subsequently pursue the most exceptional such prospects. Central to pursuit of SEER2
inspired innovation is that criteria defining exceptional prospects will include and perhaps
emphasize SEI so that social and environmental benefits and impacts will ultimately prove
influential in selection of innovation opportunities that are pursued. It should be noted that a shift
toward a new equilibrium in the balance of exploration-based and exploitation-based innovation
opportunities sought and pursued is almost surely consequential to adoption of SEER2 driven
organizational culture and strategy (Raisch et al., 2009).
5.1 Embedding SEI in SEER2 Driven Enterprise Culture
The importance of SEI to SEER2 necessitates understanding its contribution to value creation:
 SEI efforts will in some instances be generally consistent with lean approaches that focus on
reducing cost, risks, waste, and delivering proof-of-value (Scherrer-Rathje et al., 2009);
 SEI should in other instances direct attention to redesign of selected products, processes, or
business functions to optimize their performance and hence advance from doing old things in
new ways to doing new things in new ways – that is, to value-creation (Edgeman &
Eskildsen, 2014b);
 Integrate SEI and other innovation approaches into core strategies to drive revenue growth
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008).
In like manner to effective integration of enterprise excellence approaches and environmental
policy that positively impact firm value, embedding a culture of sustainability produces multiple
positive enterprise impacts (Eccles, et.al. 2012). Relative to SEER2, a significant aspect of such
culture is innovation in general and SEI specifically. At issue then, is creating, cultivating, and
advancing enterprise culture that embraces sustainability, SEER2 and SEI – an effort supported
by adapting the “tipping point” philosophy of human capital (Gladwell 2008) suggesting
enterprises should be peopled by a strategic blend of and collaboration among connectors who
build key enterprise bridges, mavens that provide creative and innovative energy, and sales
agents that herald innovation and sustainability-driven value delivered to the enterprise where it
is likely that given individuals might at different times assume differing or multiple simultaneous
roles. In complementary fashion, noted innovation authority Tim Brown, CEO of IDEO, the
world’s leading innovation and design firm (Davenport et al., 2002) – is that interdisciplinary
collaboration is crucial to such an enterprise culture and the pursuit of such culture. Table 1
provides recommendations consistent with Brown’s perspectives (Brown 2008), but directed
toward embedding such culture in an enterprise in order to advance SEER2.
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Table 1. Embedding Socio-Ecological Innovation in Enterprise Strategy & Culture
Focus
Innovation
from the
outset

SEI Strategy and Actions
Engage in structured ideation and innovation (Goldenberg et al., 1999; Hauser
et al., 2006) before any direction has been set in order to expand the potential
solutions space, thus creating more concept fragments and better likely
eventual result. Actively include the “eco-voice”.
PeopleLeverage people-centered design thinking to capture unexpected insights and
centered
produces innovation that more precisely reflects consumer and societal wants
innovation
and needs. Conduct ethnographic research to directly observe the user
environment (Deshpande & Webster, 1989).
Rapid
Demand rapid experimentation and prototyping, with constant consideration of
development environmental and societal impacts and hence sustainable solutions. Assess
progress with creativity metrics such as time to first prototype.
Co-creation Expand the enterprise innovation ecosystem through engagement of users and
focus
society (Edgeman & Eskildsen, 2012b).
Innovation
Manage an innovation portfolio that spans and strategically blends short-term
portfolio
incremental ideas to long-term evolutionary ones. Build efficiency wile also
stimulating broad experimentation and strategic variety, requiring that a
significant subset of the portfolio have an SEI emphasis to ensure relevant and
responsible innovation. This strategy aims to secure profitability from SEI,
while also building enterprise resilience and robustness (Lavie et al., 2011).
Pace of
Although innovation is often rapid, commercialization is often a more
innovation
turbulent prospect that is sensitive to intellectual property considerations.
budgeting
Since complex budgeting cycles constrain the pace of innovation enterprise
leadership must possess sufficient agility to allocate and reallocate budgetary
resources as opportunities arise (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2010).
Talent
Human capital is a key enabler of both SEI and SEER2. Build enterprise
capitalization human capital with interdisciplinary talent and orientation. Provide innovation,
design, and sustainability training strategically throughout the enterprise.
Design for
Rapidly rotate human capital in order to provide experience across the
the cycle
inspiration-to-ideation-to-implementation cycle and increase organizational
ambidexterity (Jansen et al., 2005), thus generating better judgment and
creating long-term benefits for the enterprise that includes improved
understanding innovation impact on all sustainability dimensions.
Source: Adapted from Brown (2008) and Edgeman and Eskildsen (2012b)
While Brown provides a concrete multi-faceted SEI strategy and Gladwell suggests human
capital composition, numerous others (e.g., Olsson & Galaz, 2011; Gauthier & Wooldridge,
2012; Eccles & Serafeim, 2013) have suggested adaptable roadmaps for embedding SEI strategy
within and throughout the enterprise across all functional areas, activities, and results in order to
successfully, profitably, and simultaneously transform 3E triple top line strategy into 3P triple
bottom line performance, becoming increasingly agile and innovative while doing so. Adapted to
SEI integration, such roadmaps collectively suggest:
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 Make SEI core to enterprise vision and strategy, actively and deeply embedding translation of
3E triple top line strategy into superior 3P triple bottom line performance;
 Contribute SEI-driven solutions to specific challenges without creating new challenges;
 Gain the support of key stakeholders;
 Saturate all parts of the enterprise with SEI;
 Stress SEI performance and communicate success;
 Architect a board level authority with the will to make a difference via SEI – including
enrichment of human life and society without eroding of life-supporting ecosystems;
 Set measurable SEI goals and monitor progress toward their fulfilment;
 Build, enrich, harness, and leverage the power of individual and collective human capital;
 Actively participate in key networks and engage at the co-creative enterprise-culture,
enterprise-user, and enterprise-environment interfaces, leveraging the creativity and ingenuity
of users, workers, consumers, citizens, activists, and businesses, thus rebuilding enterprises as
communities (Mintzberg 2009);
 Less saleable, ensure that SEI is applied to work more thoughtfully and directly toward social
justice, poverty alleviation, environmental sustainability, and democracy, rather than applying
it exclusively to derivation individual or corporate profit (Olsson & Galaz, 2011).
In addition to the aforementioned policies, strategies and actions supportive of SEI penetration
and saturation, Edgeman and Eskildsen (2014) have identified and elaborated complementary
generic and context specific ones they refer to as 10R (basic) and 10A (advanced) SEI strategies
and actions. The basic SEI actions and strategies include the familiar “reduce, reuse, recycle” call
for environmental responsibility, along with replace, rethink, redirect, renew, reconsider,
redesign, and reinvest. The more complex and strategically advanced SEI approaches include
business model innovation, support for innovation, innovation insight, innovation foresight,
innovation competencies and technologies, innovation readiness, new product and service
innovation and design, socio-ecological innovation strategy, and systematic change integration.
The primary objective of springboard models is to provide useful feedback and foresight through
a simple, accessible technology. SEI and general innovation play prominent roles in sustainable
enterprise excellence and are featured in the Springboard to SEE model (Edgeman & Eskildsen,
2014a) that is next revised and extended to form a Springboard to SEER2. Prominence of SEI in
the Springboard to SEER2 traces additionally to its ability to reduce enterprise fragility in general
and its financial system in particular (Klemkosky 2013) and hence contribution to enterprise
resilience and robustness.
6. A SPRINGBOARD TO SEER2 MODEL
Models such as the balanced scorecard, international quality award models, and many others are
used to conduct regular, rigorous, comprehensive and systematic review of all relevant strategy,
activities, and results for enterprise self-assessment purposes. Relevant is understood to mean
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“relevant to whatever the model seeks to assess and discover”, whereas comprehensive implies
thorough examination and discovery of intelligence relevant to areas assessed by the model.
Chief among self-assessment aims are that it should provide feedback and foresight to the
enterprise that stimulates improvement, informs strategy, and contributes to the greater likelihood
or reality of identification, strategic selection, and implementation of best and next best practices
and sources of competitive advantage.
Understood is that such models do not assess everything in the enterprise, instead emphasizing
assessment relative to key model elements. For example, governance is not assessed in the same
way as strategy, but it is assumed that the enterprise otherwise carefully addresses governance.
As SEER2 emphasizes SEE, resilience and robustness, enterprise self-assessment demands
analysis of the quality of enterprise strategy, activities, performance, and impact relative to
SEER2 as part of the larger effort of understanding enterprise health (feedback). This is combined
with intelligence concerning competitive, market, societal, political, and environmental
conditions and trends to inform future strategy and action (foresight).
At its conceptual core the Springboard to SEER2 is similar to many enterprise excellence models
in that enterprise governance, executive leadership and strategy formulate policies and priorities
that are transformed into performance results through people, partnerships and processes. These
three primary divisions form the blocks of the Springboard model of Figure 1. High-level review
of the Springboard to SEER2 reflects this concept with the model proceeding from left-to-right
from strategy & governance to process implementation & execution to performance results. A
typical and intentional product of the analysis process is enterprise navigation away from a red
ocean competitive bloodbath toward a more advantageous voyage in a competitively more
pristine blue ocean (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005).
Production of a SEER2 model and assessment regimen can be approached through adaptation and
extension of the Springboard to SEE Model and associated assessment strategies and tools that
include maturity measurement, SWOT Plot Narratives, SEE NEWS Compasses, performance
dashboard technology, and the SEE NEWS Report (Edgeman & Eskildsen, 2014a). Six primary
areas of the Springboard to SEER2 are subjected to assessment: Triple Top Line Strategy &
Governance (1), Process Implementation, Translation & Execution (2), and the four performance
areas of the Triple Bottom Line Performance & Refinement block – Financial & Marketplace
Performance (3), Sustainability (4), Human Ecology & Capital (5), and SEI & General
Innovation and Continuous Improvement (6). By human ecology (Lozano, 2011) we intend the
relationships between the enterprise and its human capital with the social, natural, and built
environments via whatever mediators are pertinent.
A “compass” is formed for each primary areas by assessing four perspectives or criteria (see
Table 2) designated as navigational “compass” directions N (north), E (east), W (west), and S
(south)– albeit rearranged to render the NEWS acronym.
NEWS conveniently serves three main self-assessment purposes in that it is easily remembered,
carries with it the connotation of direction (compass) enterprise assessment is intended to supply,
and provides an easily recalled companion to direction – news concerning enterprise health and
the way forward with respect to Sustainable Enterprise Excellence, Resilience and Robustness.
It may be debated whether the ideal number of perspectives for each compass is four or should be
more, less or variable. Equally, other modelers might select alternative perspectives or describe
the provided ones differently. Similarly, the Springboard employs 0-to-10 maturity scale
differentiation for each perspective assessed and other modelers may describe maturity
differently or select a different scheme. Although such issues may never be fully resolved, these
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and similar considerations are inherent to assessment so that awareness is important in order to
minimize or altogether avoid the pitfalls of employing questionable methodologies (Porter &
Kramer, 2006), whether those methodologies are employed to assess corporate social
responsibility, sustainability, enterprise excellence, resilience, robustness, innovation capacity, or
another area of interest.
Figure 1. Springboard to SEER2 Model

Source: Adapted from Edgeman and Eskildsen (2013)
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Table 2. Springboard to SEER2 NEWS Compass Point Elements
NEWS
COMPASS DIMENSIONS
PERSPECTIVE
TRIPLE TOP LINE STRATEGY & GOVERNANCE
(1)
Financial & Marketplace Strategy for SEER2 & Supply Chain Strategy
N
The Enterprise & Human Ecology Strategy
E
Social-Ecological Innovation (SEI) and General Innovation Strategy
W
Big Data, Intelligence Generation, and Analytics Strategy
S
PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION, TRANSLATION & EXECUTION (2)
Financial, Operations & Supply Chain Processes for SEER2
N
Human Ecology, and Context Specific Competence-Building
E
SEI / Innovation, Design & Continuous Improvement Processes & Execution
W
Big Data, Intelligence Generation, and Analytics Processes & Execution
S
FINANCIAL & MARKETPLACE PERFORMANCE
(3)
Financial & Marketplace Results Traceable to Supply Chain Performance
N
Financial & Marketplace Results Traceable to Human Capital Investment
E
ROI & Reinvestment in Innovation, Design & Continuous Improvement: R&D
W
Financial & Marketplace Results Traceable to Big Data, Intelligence
S
Generation, and Analytics
SUSTAINABILITY (SEER2) PERFORMANCE W/ EMBEDDED
ECONOMIC, INNOVATION, AND ANALYTIC IMPACT
(4)
Sustainability Results Traceable to Supply Chain Performance & Analytics
N
Sustainability Results Traceable to Human Capital Engagement & Analytics
E
Environmental Sustainability Results & Refinement and Analytics
W
Societal Sustainability Results & Refinement and Analytics
S
HUMAN ECOLOGY & CAPITAL PERFORMANCE
(5)
Impact of Human Ecology & Capital on the Supply Chain
N
Impact of Human Ecology & Capital on Trajectory, Agility and Velocity
E
Impact of Human Ecology & Capital on Innovation Capacity
W
Impact of Human Ecology & Capital on Organization Design
S
SEI & GENERAL INNOVATION, DESIGN, AND
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PERFORMANCE (CI)
(6)
Impact of Innovation, Design & CI Across and In the Supply Chain on SEER2
N
Impact and Interaction of Innovation, Design & CI with Human Ecology &
E
Capital on SEER2
Impact of Innovation, Design & CI on Other Non-Financials & Intangibles
W
Impact and Interaction of Big Data, Intelligence Generation, and Analytics
S
with and on Innovation, Design & CI Relative to SEER2
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7. SEER2 MATURITY ASSESSMENT
N-E-W-S criteria are assessed relative to highly specific maturity criteria on a 0-to-10 scale for
each of the six major assessment areas identified in Table 2. The scale is divided into five highly
descriptive and progressive categories, with the possibility in each category of some discretion by
an expert assessor. The categorical maturity ranges and labels are: (0-1) very low maturity, (2-3)
low maturity, (4, 5, 6) moderate maturity, (7-8) high maturity, and (9-10) very high maturity.
Maturity values for each N-E-W-S perspective are plotted on the appropriate dial of the
Springboard to SEER2 NEWS Compass Dashboard portrayed in Figure 2. The top dial in the
dashboard has six axes rather than four (N-E-W-S) with each axis corresponding to one of the six
primary assessment areas delineated in Table 2. The N-E-W-S perspectives associated with a
given dial may be weighted, with preference for weightings that reflect the enterprise competitive
context where, of course, non-negative weights must add to 1.00 (or 100%) within each primary
assessment area as well as for the six axes of the summary “compass” positioned at the top dial of
the dashboard.
A SWOT Plot Narrative similar to the generic one provided in Figure 3 is companion to each dial
and these are in turn coalesced into a coordinated SWOT Plot Narrative Dashboard identical in
construct to the Springboard to SEER2 NEWS Compass Dashboard of Figure 2.
Figure 2. Springboard to SEER2 NEWS Dashboard

Source: Adapted from Edgeman and Eskildsen (2013)
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Figure 3. Generic SWOT Plot Narrative Format

Figure 4. Springboard to SEER2 NEWS Report
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Table 3. SEI & General Innovation, Design and Continuous Improvement Maturity Assessment

IMPACT AND INTERACTION OF BIG DATA,
INTELLIGENCE GENERATION, AND ANALYTICS
WITH AND ON INNOVATION, DESIGN, AND CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT RELATIVE TO SEER2

S NEWS
SEI & GENERAL INNOVATION, DESIGN, AND CONTINUOUS
PERSPECTIVE IMPROVEMENT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AREA (6)
VERY LOW MATURITY: Low Awareness and Capability
(0-1)
The enterprise generally has little or no awareness of big data, intelligence
generation or analytic approaches and, similarly, little or no innovation,
design or continuous improvement activity or capability.
LOW MATURITY: Sporadic or Reactive Capability
(2-3)
Awareness of big data, intelligence generation or analytics approaches is
limited. Similarly, innovation, design or continuous improvement activity is
typically driven by short-or-near-term problems when seen as a necessity,
rather than as a profit or other tangible gain opportunity.
MODERATE MATURITY: Early Systematic Approaches
(4, 5, 6)
The enterprise is in the early-to-middle stages of embedding systematic and
repeatable application of big data, intelligence generation and analytical
approaches and connecting these to their innovation, design, or continuous
improvement activities and is aware that application across the supply chain
has the potential to generate additional benefits.
HIGH MATURITY: Aligned and Partially Integrated
(7-8)
Widespread application of big data, intelligence generation and analytic
capabilities relative to innovation, design and continuous improvement
opportunities is the norm and the connection of these to financial
performance is well-understood. Some other supply chain members are
engaged and benefit is being derived both for the enterprise and those supply
chain members. Some processes are benchmark quality.
VERY HIGH MATURITY: Deeply Integrated in Culture
(9-10)
Essentially all key and supporting areas of the enterprise actively make both
strategic and tactical use of relevant big data, intelligence generation, and
analytic approaches that enable improved innovation, design and continuous
improvement solutions. This is generally embedded across the supply chain
and especially so with its key members. These are critical to foresight
generation and inform future enterprise strategy. Multiple of the relevant
related processes are world class.

SWOT, of course, refers to the familiar “strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats” analysis
with strengths and weaknesses driven by controllable enterprise internalities, whereas
opportunities and threats represent uncontrollable externalities (Blenko et al., 2010). As with the
top dial of the NEWS Compass Dashboard, the uppermost narrative in the SWOT Plot Dashboard
should represent a weighted or prioritized narrative that blends and harmonizes the narratives
from the six primary assessment areas. The NEWS Compass Dashboard and SWOT Plot
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Narrative Dashboard are ultimately combined to yield the final assessment of Figure 4, referred
to as the Springboard to SEER2 NEWS Report.
While assessment provides an enterprise health review, a more critical expectation of enterprise
self-assessment is that it should provide ample and actionable foresight. Translation: assessment
aims to improve enterprise performance with particularly astute enterprises able to attain
significant improvement and implement best and next best practices, strengthening existing or
identifying new sources of competitive advantage.
Central to this effort is the ability to meaningfully estimate enterprise maturity with respect to
each N-E-W-S perspective for each primary assessment area cited in Table 2. Table 3 provides an
abbreviated example narrative maturity scale for the S perspective of the SEI & General
Innovation, Design and Continuous Improvement Performance assessment area. Twenty-four
such scales are required, with the beginning narrative generally similar at like maturity levels
across the six primary assessment areas and N-E-W-S perspectives.

8. CONCLUSION
Sustainable enterprise excellence, resilience, and robustness (SEER2) are hallmarks of highperforming organizations that thrive in good times and that successfully navigate more turbulent
ones via pursuit of continuously relevant and responsible strategies, activities and results. Among
key enablers of SEER2 are superior triple top line enterprise strategy and governance and
exemplary process identification, implementation, and execution that together generate superior
triple bottom line performance.
The focus of the present work has been to provide a strategic and operational definition of
SEER2, develop an intentionally simple and easy to use Springboard to SEER2 model, and to
highlight key factors such as big data analytics, intelligence generation, and analytics; innovation
in general and social-ecological innovation in particular; and enterprise human ecology. These
efforts have been supported through development of maturity assessment along with graphic and
narrative analytics that ultimately result in a Springboard to SEER2 NEWS Report that produces
both feedback on enterprise health and foresight that informs future strategy and activities,
leading to best and next best practices and sources of competitive advantage.
Superior organization performance relative to SEER2 is critical to long-term sustainable
enterprise success and that is of course motivating to the stakeholders of most enterprises.
Perhaps more important however, is the contribution of SEER2 to positive societal and ecological
performance.
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